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COVER PICTURES Clockwise from top left: Early arrivals for our first
outing of the year and lunch at the White Buck (p 5). Silver Dawn

featured in Members’  Motors (p 8).  Deputy chairman Gary Trinder (left)
receiving the keys to his new car from Steve Drewitt at Silver Lady (P30)
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Chairman’s Chat
Looking on the bright side

We all have to hope that we have seen the
worst of the pandemic and that along with

better weather and longer days we can all start
to feel a little more positive about things.

Everyone I spoke to at our New Forest lunch
at the end of January - thank you Steve Wilks -
was really glad to get out and about and brush off the cobwebs.
Gary Trinder has crafted an uplifting report (see page 5).  And Gary
Wragg has already posted an upcoming lunch in Somerset in March.

If you’d fancy organising a pub lunch to lighten the winter gloom
in your area why not drop me a line with your suggestion? We do
rely on our fabulous members to help our committee stalwarts
compile the social calendar - and who better than you to suggest a
favourite local hostelry that might also serve as a magnet for other
members to enjoy in Dorset, Hampshire, Somerset and Wiltshire.
It’s a large patch you know.

Don’t forget that event news and further info are posted regularly
and electronically by email and in our All Torque newsletter - and it
is also permanently accessible on our website at rrecwessex.org.uk
Handy Tip. Why not bookmark this address right now to save you
looking it up?

We’ll also be holding another AGM sometime in March so that
we can permanently move this key annual Section event to a more
welcoming time of year than its old December slot.  Unfortunately
our best laid plans were previously unravelled by various national
lockdowns.  We also hope to move the AGMs around our four
county areas by rotation in future years.  Further details anon. .

Brian
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   Historic Victory
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What nastiness is this, I thought,
when I found one of those

horrid brown envelopes amongst the
mail.  Invariably they bring bad news.
A  speeding summons?  No, I don’t
think so.  I know where all
the cameras are and am
constantly on the lookout
for the frequent police
speed checks in the New
Forest.  A parking fine?
No, they slap those on
the windscreen.
 Imagine then my
surprise and delight when
with slightly trembling
fingers I opened the envelope and out
tumbled a cheque for £415.  It
marked the climax of a wrangle with
the DVLA that has been going on for
nearly two years,

The war broke out in February
2020 when I wrote to point out that
my Corniche was now over 40 years
old and eligible for historic vehicle
recognition, free of annual tax, and
enclosed a copy of the original reg-
istration document.

No good, they said; they wanted
proof of the car’s age from the manu-
facturer.  Perhaps they were unaware
that the original Rolls-Royce firm had
ceased to exist 30 years ago.

For a small fee Catherine Lewis
at the Hunt House supplied an official
letter confirming that my car finished
building in December 1979. I sent this

off to the DVLA but it was neither
acknowledged nor returned.  I
decided I couldn’t risk having an
untaxed vehicle until this was sorted
out, so paid for a year’s tax.  The

same happened
in February 2021,
but this time I
paid for six
months and wrote
a strong letter
saying that I was
not going to pay
any more tax and
threatened legal

action if any attempt were made to
prosecute me.

Demands to pay continued
coming and were always met with
ever more furious response, until
suddenly there was a letter
apologising for the ‘incorrect’
demands, followed by the cheque
refunding 18 months of tax.

My advice to anyone whose car is
nearing the 40-year escape date is
don’t delay, start campaigning early,
ask the Hunt House to provide proof
of the car’s age, and don’t send
originals to the DVLA because they
don’t send anything back.

Is it worth the struggle?  Well it
was very satisfying to win the war.

Stuart Bladon

At last agreed: it’s a historic car

user


user
����
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NOTICE
It is necessary to point out that no liability is assumed by the authors of articles or other content appearing in physical
or electronic publications and other communications from the RREC Wessex Section, or by the Section itself, its
Officers, or the RREC and its Officers, in connection with any actions taken or not taken arising from these
publications and communications.

First arrivals at the White Buck pub at Burley: from left, Rolls-Royce
Corniche (Stuart Bladon), Bentley Continental (Gary Trinder),  Bentley

GTC V8 (Steve Wilks), 1935 Rolls-Royce 20/25 (Jon Harrison)

Winter Visit to the White Buck at Burley starts
our year of outings. Report  by Gary Trinder

On a pleasant if slightly
overcast day in January,

seventeen members and
guests of our section visited
the idyllically situated White
Buck in the New Forest for a
luncheon event organised by
Steve Wilks.

We chose to drive on the
longer but marginally faster
route to the venue along the
A338 from Bournemouth and

then the A31. The bridgeworks
adjacent to the interchange
between the two roads caused
a minor delay, but we arrived
at the White Buck near Burley
in ample time.  Stuart Bladon
with his dog Mickey had
already arrived, and the R-R
Corniche had started what
would become a line-up of
club cars on the car park until

Concluded overleaf

user


user
����
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A good lunch with choice of menus was served promptly at the White Buck

White Buck report concluded

a non-member spoilt it by
dumping a Ford there!

A steady stream of Rolls-
Royce and Bentley motors took
pride of place amongst the less
prestigious metalwork, until we
had eight club motors in situ.

A brief chat with friends that
we had not seen for several
months prevailed before heading into
the restaurant of the Fullers owned
venue for our lunch.

A convivial two hours were spent,
before a slight anti-climax, when the
venue host announced that the total
bill could not be divided, and

secretary Steve had to take on the
laborious and time-consuming task of
totalling individual bills minus our
group discount before anyone could
make a payment!

Following a further inspection of
heavy metal, we said our farewell,
and drove home through Bransgore
and Christchurch. Although the roads
were a little dirty through the ravages
of winter, the Continental was put
back into the garage looking no worse
for the journey.

It was a very enjoyable winter
outing which hopefully heralds the
start of a productive year of Wessex
Section outings. Thanks to Steve for
his idea and arrangements.

Gary Trinder
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Sharing your passion for over 35
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MEMBERS’
MOTORS

Ferrari to Dawn

New Wessex member Chris Sheldrake
recounts his post-retirement  motoring

When I retired at the age of 62, in
2013, I realised a long-held

dream and bought a ten-year old
Ferrari 575M, a traditional Grand
Tourer in the true sense of the term,
with a fabulous V12 engine.

It replaced a 1989 XJS V12 which
I had bought when it was 10 months
old and by 2014 had sadly rusted
beyond salvation.

In 2015, friends invited us to visit
them in Elgin for a classic car rally
which they helped to organise.
Naturally we accepted and had a very
enjoyable time, winning the cup for the
furthest distance travelled to the event.
The Ferrari never missed a beat, nor
has it since on numerous trips into
Europe. But  the reason the Elgin trip
is mentioned is because it was on our
way back from Scotland that our
relationship with Rolls-Royce started.

We stayed at the Principal Hotel in
York, conveniently next to the National
Railway Museum which we wanted to
visit.  On arriving in the car park, we
saw right in front of the hotel steps the
most magnificent Silver Dawn I have
ever seen. The car was Geneva
registered and had obviously just been
through a complete restoration
because its silver coachwork and
chrome were flawless.

We were both very taken with the
car and as soon as we arrived home in
Ferndown, I looked up the website of
Silver Lady Services in Bournemouth
to see if they had one for sale.  The
car they had in stock was a blue
Bentley MkVI so I called in to look it
over.  Proprietor Steve Drewitt
patiently showed me over the car and
asked what I wanted to use it for.  At
that time we owned a house in the
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Limousin with a couple of friends and
the journey down from Le Havre was
a pleasant 400-mile jaunt.  Steve
wisely advised that a Mk  VI or a
Silver Dawn would probably not be
the best car for what needed to be a
fairly high speed trip.

The obvious next question led us
to look over a Silver Seraph and, of
course, there was the immediate
attraction of that silky V12 engine,
albeit a BMW one.

Steve generously lent us the car
for a weekend and we toured around
the New Forest in her and by Monday
we were thoroughly smitten. Within a
week a friend and I were moving the
double width door of our largest
garage forward by a foot to
accommodate her !

For the next few years the Silver
Seraph was a regular visitor to
Correze and made the trip a real
pleasure. We always arrived fresh
and alert, thanks to the smooth ride

and effortless performance. She
attracted admiring glances wherever
we went and many conversations
ensued as a result. She was pressed
into service for an occasional
wedding for the daughters of friends
as well as trips to the theatre.

There have been several
memorable incidents  On one
occasion we took our dearest friends
to Southampton to depart on a
Caribbean Cruise. To get them
started, we provided a bottle of
champagne and glasses in the
armrest. That winter’s day it was
pouring rain, but on seeing the Rolls-
Royce grille approaching, we were
waived out of the long queue and
parked in the dry, immediately in front
of the main doors of the cruise
terminal.  On their return, our friends
related that several other passengers
had approached them during the
cruise and asked if they were the
couple that had arrived in such style.

Silver Seraph provided relaxing travel for regular 400-mile trips in France

Contd overleaf
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Contd from p 9

In 2019 I took delivery of a new
Audi A7 as my everyday car. This
superb machine proved quieter and
more refined than the Rolls- Royce,
uses half of the fuel and cost less
than half the money to maintain.
Reluctantly, when the French house
was sold, the Silver Seraph became
somewhat redundant and after almost
20,000 miles, Steve found us a buyer
for her. I was sorry to see her go.

Moving on to 2021 and we had
also sold our classic Mercedes 380SL
and cast around for a replacement   I
narrowed the choice to a Silver Cloud
or a Silver Dawn. I saw a Silver Dawn
for sale in Surrey and was attracted to
(in Rolls-Royce terms) its diminutive
size. After a test drive, a brief
negotiation, and a full service,
generously provided by the previous
owner, (a fellow RREC member), she
was delivered to us at the end of
November. The Silver Dawn is
proving to be a very useable car and
the more stately progress is very
relaxing, a completely different driving
experience from that provided by the

Silver Seraph.  Her narrower width
makes parking easy.

Although the automatic gearbox
has an unfortunate trait of always
moving into top gear as soon as
possible (they all do that! - Ed) the car
can keep up with modern traffic by
judicious use of the gear selector.

A switch to radials will no doubt
improve the handling and grip.  The
Radiomobile valve radio takes a
minute to warm up but still works, as
does the clock, now that I have
replaced its 12 year old battery  In
fact, I have yet to find anything on the
car that does not function as it should.
A remarkable achievement for a car
that will soon be 67 years old.  Some
restoration work is required. The body
and chassis are very sound, as she
spent at least a decade in Texas in
the 1990s. However, partly as a result
of the Texas sunshine, she does need
a bare metal respray. Fortunately the
full cost of this was reflected in the
price paid and I’m currently looking for
a suitable high quality paint shop to
carry out the work.

Chris Sheldrake

Chris is thinking of switching
his Silver Dawn to an
alternator and the possibility
of changing to negative earth
electrics. That would mean
the loss of the Radiomobile
valve radio so a positive
earth alternator will be a
viable alternative. He plans
to hide a modern hi fi system
in the car and operate it via a
remote control
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The Leading Online

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

0121 773 7000
enquiries@bettercarlighting.co.uk

www.bettercarlighting.co.uk

Instrument lights

Tail & brake lights

Headlight bulbs
Flashers
Sidelights

We can supply special conversions to equip
early cars with orange indicators hidden within
the original red rear lights plus white sidelight

bulbs which flash orange.

NEW
Superb PL700
reproduction
headlights
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● SPECIALISING IN POST-WAR MODELS
TO PRESENT DAY

● ESTABLISHED IN 1983
● EASY ACCESS TO OUR WORKSHOPS

FROM M5 AND A30
● SALES / SERVICE / PARTS
● COURTESY CAR / COLLECTION AND

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
● ALL VEHICLES STORED INSIDE

OVERNIGHT
● VISIT THE WEBSITE TO VIEW OUR

LATEST CARS FOR SALE

01392 439283
enquiries@specialistcarssw.com

Alphin Centre, Alphin Brook Road,
Marsh Barton, Exeter EX2 8RG

www.specialistcars-southwest.co.uk



                     Contd overleaf

Instant Home
Terry Unwin tells how his very
unusual Huf Haus was built in

little more than a week

In the very early years of the
then new century, and with

my clear determination to retire
comparatively young, we
decided to move from
Haslemere, Surrey, the town
from which I had commuted
into London for nearly 30
years.

We decided that to live in a
commuter town was not our
choice for the future. So, with a
very clear idea of the type of
home we wanted to live in and
knowing that spec builders
would never have created the
type of new home we wanted,
we commenced a search for
land on which to build.

Our ambition was to move
west and build a high-quality
though relatively modest sized
house with decent sized
rooms…… plus a large motor
house.   Our search area was
off the A303 west of Michel-

dever with Marlborough
furthest west, this to place us
nearer to Cornwall, a county
we love and where I have
family links.

Ultimately an intense
search led us to two adjacent
plots each with planning
permission, part of the
extensive grounds of a large
Edwardian house on the edge
of Shaftesbury with extensive
views over the Blackmore Vale.

Consulting various local
architects and paying two to
work up their draft proposals
we ultimately commissioned
one to go ahead with detail
drawings etc.  The agreed
budget, generous in terms of
per sq. ft., was affordable as
we were downsizing. The
programme fell apart when the
architect’s proposals, which we
loved, were assessed by a
quantity surveyor.  He felt that
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Terry’s Huf Haus Contd
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a further £1/4m would be
needed. Ridiculous!!

So we approached Huf-
haus, which we had seen on
Grand Designs.   Over a year
had been wasted by the time
that we did this. A visit to their
Surrey offices, meeting there
with architect Peter Huf who
heads up the firm in the UK
and a subsequent visit to their
show village in Hartenfels in
Germany’s Rhineland, south of
Cologne, gave us the
confidence to go with them.

Once the design for our
house had been agreed, itself a
mainly painless process, they
handled everything. Planning
permission was granted without
issues and subsequent to a
further visit to Germany to spec
finishes, tiles, sanitary ware
etc. etc. an order was placed
for a bespoke 300 sq meter
house, arranged over three
floors.  An upper, ground and
lower ground which, being on a
hillside, meant that we could go
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The other side of Terry’s Huf Haus with the essential motor house adjacent

out onto the rear patio and into the
garden.

Within fewer than six months
passing from first speaking to them our
Huf-house was planned, specked,
factory built and delivered on 16 large
trucks.  Waiting here, also driven from
Germany, the large mobile crane
started erecting the building first thing
on a Monday morning in September
2006.

As many who will have seen in the
widely shown TV programme, the
building was erected to become a
“turn-key” high quality complete home
in three and a half days, plumbed,
wired et al.  Had we not opted for
under-floor heating which was
completed shortly thereafter, we could
have moved in and started living there
within the week in which the build
commenced.

The logistics of erecting the
building were themselves hugely
impressive, trucks arriving from
Germany “just in time” and in the
correct sequence. An example: on
Wednesday afternoon, the penultimate
day of the build, the “slave” staircases
used during construction were lifted
out by crane and the “proper” wide,
open-treaded beech staircases
dropped in through the gap in the pre-
insulated roof panels deliberately left
for the purpose.

Within 30 minutes from the final
roof panels then being craned into
place the roofers arrived from
Germany fitting the tiles, themselves
sitting on strategically placed pallets
on the roof, using the battens pre-fixed
in the factory and completing the job
that day.

While clearly not a style of house
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to everyone’s taste and, perhaps, not
ideal for a family with young children,
we find the house is very comfortable
to live in….. and it is warm in winter.
Wide slatted aluminium external
blinds can be fully opened, lowered or
tilted to stop heat-soak and closed
avoiding the need for curtains.

It was designed to exactly suit us,
and feels very spacious being open
plan. With glass walls making up
some 85% of the external surfaces,
the views across the Blackmore Vale
are spectacular. That said, window
cleaning is a major week-long twice-
yearly task.

Aspects of the design call for
inventive solutions to which Huf-haus
are well accustomed, also a degree of
compromise. Kitchen design is a

challenge with few solid walls for tall
units to stand against though we had
sufficient solid walls designed in for
ovens, fitted fridge etc. The lower part
of those glass walls against which
base units back on to are mirrored so
that one cannot see the backs of
those units.

Once moved in we commissioned
a local architect, a Bentley owning
friend, to design the garage building in
a complimentary style; it is the same
shape (and size!) as the main house
but without glass walls. But that’s
another story!

Terry Unwin

Terry’s Huf Haus concluded
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ADVT
Car Storage in Purbeck
The storage units are in the village of East Stoke just off the A352 only 4
Miles from West Wareham, and
within easy distance of
Weymouth, Dorchester.
Access is very
easy with a large concrete
area for turning vans or lorries.
All units have strip lighting and
electric sockets if needed,
with the electric usage being
metered.
Please contact us for
terms and rates:
Purbeck Self Storage
Telephone 07836 369969
www.purbeckselfstorage.co.uk
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Book Review by Brian Palmer
Freestone & Webb  - The Story of a British Coachbuilder

   by James Taylor

James Taylor says that the
flamboyant postwar Silver Cloud

dubbed The Honeymoon Express first
drew his attention to coachbuilder
Freestone & Webb without knowing it
was also its swansong.

Freestone & Webb might easily
have been a prosperous firm of
lawyers residing in London’s Lincoln’s
Inn or a very upmarket department
store rivalling Debenham & Freebody
in Wigmore Street.

As it was, Victor Ernest Freestone
of Buckinghamshire and Arthur John
Webb a farmer’s son of Paulerspury,
Northants (yes really!) were both
employed as coachbuilders and set up
their own business in the early
Twenties on land unsuited to new
housing expansion at Brentfield Road,
NW10.

They met while working at Anglo-
British marque Sizaire-Berwick (1913-
27) of Park Royal who produced their

own coachwork in Highgate and had a
service and repair depot in Balham
where young Jack (“Evening All”)
Warner swept floors for 2d an hour.
Jack was later asked to deliver chassis
from Paris and these thrilling drives
encouraged him to race at
Brooklands.

Sizaire-Berwick’s lofty aspirations
nearly got them into trouble with a
certain Derby car maker who claimed
that the upstart make’s square-
shouldered radiator infringed their
copyright. Wisely Sizaire-Berwick
backed down before m’learned friends
got nasty and cost them dear.
However, the omens were not good.
Freestone & Webb initially employed
Weymann lightweight body
construction methods where the Ash
body frames were covered in stretched
fabric. Bentley in nearby Cricklewood
found that not all of their growing
customer base were hardy sporty
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types so Freestone & Webb designed
a lightweight closed vehicle.  The late
Twenties was not a propitious time for
Bentley and Freestone and Webb,
then heavily reliant on their custom,
also had serious doubts as to whether
they could ride out the financial storm.
So much so that VE Freestone left in
1930 and never returned.  A white
knight in the form of customer Reggie
Beaumont-Thomas, heir to a vast
fortune in steel, came to the rescue.

In the Thirties Freestone & Webb
seemed to capture the spirit of the
age with sleek flowing lines that
echoed the period’s obsession with
speed. They also introduced an
equally stylish razor-edged saloon
design dubbed the Brougham. This
undoubtedly suited taller clients. Like
many similar businesses, Freestone &
Webb entered WW2 churning out
wing tips for Spitfires. German aircraft
somehow missed this target so at the
war’s end the folk at Brentfield Road
were champing at the bit to resume
their peacetime activities.

Rolls-Royce was offering their
own in-house designed standard steel
saloon bodies for their two smaller
models.   However, the larger Silver
Wraith model was still slated for
bespoke coachwork and for the first
few years Freestone & Webb
mopped-up a number of unfulfilled
pre-war orders. They also updated
some customer’s older models.
Freestone & Webb’s links with
Daimler in the late Thirties, despite
BSA owning Hooper and Barker,
brought a number of prestigious
orders  In 1950 Daimler severed its
ties with Freestone & Webb and the

firm’s rate of annual commissions
then show a marked and steady
decline.   A J Webb was himself
starting to think about retiring as by
1954 he was well over 70 - so friend
Reggie Beaumont-Thomas indicated
around the trade that the concern
might be available.  A sum of £70,000
was indicated. Sadly, on Christmas
morning, Webb was found dead at the
Albion Hotel in Brighton.

The extraordinary Honeymoon
Express - a flamboyant two-seater
befinned behemoth on the Silver
Cloud Chassis - recalled some of
Norah Docker’s earlier hedonistic
creations and was undoubtedly the
star of the 1957 Motor Show. The
company was sold to the Swain
Group that also owned the HR Owen
chain of dealerships for a fraction of
the original offer price.

Author James Taylor takes us on
a respectful and scholarly journey
through the hills and dales of a great
British coachbuilding company.
Lavishly illustrated this book is
testimony to the sheer variety of
styles produced. Packed with facts
and figures, too, this painstaking work
will find a place on countless
bookshelves.

Published by Herridge & Sons,
Lower Forda, Shebbear.
Bearworthy, Devon. EX21 5SY.
Tel: 01409 281990.
WWW.herridgeandsons.com
ISBN 978-1 906133-98-6.
Hardback 152 pages. Price £50
post free in UK.



2011 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GTC 51 SERIES Finished in Stunning Metallic Onyx Black with Special 51 Series Interior,
Piano Black Veneer, Diamond Quilting to all seats and doors. Upgraded Kenwood Infotainment with Latest satnav and Phone
Connectivity, 20” multispeed alloy sports wheels in Black, Stunning Condition Throughout, FSH, only 27,000 miles. £51,950

2007 ROLLS-ROYCE
PHANTOM
Finished in Beautiful Dark
Blue with Main Hide in
Oatmeal and Secondary Hide
in Nautic, Burr Walnut Veneer
throughout the vehicle, Lambs
Wool Over-rugs, Only 57,000
Miles, Stunning Vehicle
Throughout. £79,950

1998 BENTLEY
BROOKLANDS R Finished
in stunning Peacock Blue with
Magnolia interior and dark blue
carpeting piped in magnolia.
This Bentley is a final limited-
addition car, number 18 of 100
ever built. Only 35000 miles.

£27,500

2005 BENTLEY ARNAGE
Stunning Bentley Arnage T
Only 22,000 miles. Finished in
Dark Blue with diamond
quilted inserts in seats
trimmed in Cotswold. 19" five
spoke two piece alloy wheels,
FSH, Amazing condition.

£39,950

1974 ROLLS-ROYCE
CORNICHE Finished in
stunning royal blue with
coachline to match the magnolia
interior. This vehicle has just
undergone a £32,000
restoration. Only 96000 miles
this rare Fixed Head Coupe one
of 1108 ever produced £59,950

http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/AZURE/AETV81975312
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV81975312');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/S3/AETV41710915
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV41710915');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/ARNAGE/AETV23781963
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV23781963');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV91811180
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV91811180');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV66227952
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV66227952');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-GT/AETV67444798
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV67444798');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/BROOKLANDS/AETV45862430
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV45862430');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/T-SERIES/AETV40416641
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV40416641');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/PHANTOM-DROPHEAD/AETV90691233
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV90691233');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/CORNICHE-CONVERTIBLE/AETV84004753
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV84004753');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV62276914
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV62276914');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT/AETV99107162
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99107162');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPIRIT-II/AETV99374704
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV99374704');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SPUR/AETV17635685
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV17635685');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/ROLLS-ROYCE/SILVER-SHADOW-II/AETV93547989
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV93547989');
http://www.silverladyservices.co.uk/used/BENTLEY/CONTINENTAL-R/AETV77413976
javascript:SendSMSWindow('/CMSPages/AutoExposure/SendSms.aspx?vehicle=AETV77413976');
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2015 BENTLEY GT - £82,500
Finished in Stunning Onyx Metallic Black Paint with Main Hide in Linen &
Secondary Hide in Beluga, Piano Black Veneer, Full PPF over whole vehicle,
Apple CarPlay Retrofitted, Quicksilver Exhaust Back-boxes fitted, Alpine
Subwoofer in Boot, Only 11,000 Miles, 22 inch Khan Gloss Black & Diamond
Cut Alloy Wheels.
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Lighten our darkness
Concluding Gill Keene’s advice on car
lighting, here looking at instruments

There are a number of
reasons why making your

instrument panel lighting and
your warning lights brighter is a
good idea. The obvious one is
that it looks so much better,
making your car look as if it is
in good health, rather than
being below par.

Another, more important
reason, is that the difference in
the time you will need to take
your eyes away from what is
happening in front of the car to
check on fuel levels etc. will be
greatly reduced. For each
second you are looking at the
dash, at 35 mph your car will

travel more than 50 feet. That’s
a lot of potential for accidents.
 Heat is another consider-
ation. Those original tiny dash
lighting bulbs produce more
heat than light, and many of the
electrical problems on older
cars can be traced to this with
cracking insulation, brittle
plastics or ceramics and
discoloured dials. The new and
bright LED bulbs will run much
these problems.

How?
The first thing to do is to
identify what bulbs you need,
and it is best not to believe

Clear instruments in John de Putron;s Triumph TR3
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what the car owners’ handbook
tells you, if anything. This is
because handbooks are
produced prior to the car being
produced and details change,
but there is never the budget in
place to pulp the handbooks
and start again. Also, a new
wiring harness is likely to bring
changes and so is half a
century of fettling. If you cannot
be sure how to describe your
bulbs, remove one and send a
photograph of it on a plain
background to your favourite
supplier, with a little
information, like “2 of these in
the speedo, 6 elsewhere”.
Confirm the polarity of your car
at the same time.

Colour
Many people think that their car
has only ever had warm white
dash lighting. This was rarely
the case from the post-war

years onwards, as experience
gained with long-haul aircraft
during the war showed that
coloured instrument
illumination not only avoided
night blindness, but also
reduced fatigue.

Until LEDs came along, the
only colour of light that could
be produced was white, of
various shades. White is not a
colour, but the amalgam of all
visible colours, so a coloured
lens was used to block 6 of the
7 primary colours, to let just the
chosen one shine through. This
is wasteful.

If you match the colour of
the light to the colour of the
lens, you will get a better result
every time. Also, the heat from
the conventional bulbs is often
enough to “cook” coloured
filters, which then become
opaque. When you can
produce light of the right colour

Left:: Warning lights can be made
to flash for instant recognition.

Concluded overleaf
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Instrument lighting concluded

damaged filters can be
discarded.

Dimming

If your instrument panel has a
rotary dimmer, more correctly
called a rheostat, it won’t work
with conventional LED bulbs, as
it is designed for loads ten times
as high.

Also, trying to dim the new
and bright LED bulbs with the
original dimmer can damage the
new bulbs by supplying them
with the wrong voltage. The
answer is either to use an
alternative dimmer designed to
work with LED bulbs, or to use
the fully dimmable LED bulbs
which have just become
available.

Warning lights

The clue is in the name with
these, and ignoring warnings is
not usually a wise or sensible
thing to do. The trouble with car
warning lights though, is that
unless you happen to be looking
at them when they come on,
they may not be spotted for

some time. If the warning is loss
of oil pressure or coolant, delays
can be very expensive.

LED warning lights

You can now get self-flashing
LED warning light bulbs for all
fittings.  For the most critical
warnings, such as oil pressure
or loss of coolant, these are
ideal as it is hard to avoid
noticing them instantly, even on
a very sunny day. Paying a few
pounds extra for one or two of
these could save thousands.

Finally

Finally, it is worth remembering
that if you are upgrading your
car, the only “right” opinion is
yours, so if you want to match
the colour of the glow in your
dash to the new interior, go for
it. It is reversible. Your car, your
rules.

Gil Keane, The 4Sight
Lighting Co.

www.bettercarlighting.co.uk. –
enquiries@bettercarlighting.
co.uk

http://www.bettercarlighting.co.uk/
http://www.bettercarlighting.co.uk/
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George Formby’s Cars

We all know that George Formby
had a large collection of banjos

and ukuleles worth a small fortune, but
he was also a prolific buyer of motor
cars and motor bikes, his favourites
being Rolls-Royce and Bentley. He
used his fortune to buy more than 26 of
them over the year's much to the
annoyance of his wife Beryl.

His blue and black 1950 Silver
Wraith chassis number WHD 29 was a
show car at the 1950 Earls Court Motor
Show. Formby kept it for two years and
it was eventually bought by a

stockbroker for just over £3,000. It had
an engine change in the 1960s and
over time had £80,000 spent on
restoring it.

His 1954 Silver Dawn chassis
number STH 45 was in midnight blue
over shell grey,  He sold this one in
1955 to a couple who kept it for 53
year's.

Also pictured is Formby and his
wife Beryl standing next to their 1938
Wraith and Formby with his Silver
Cloud and Jaguar.

Reproduced from Yorkshire Section
newsletter courtersy of Chris Wardlow

Left: George Formby with his Silver
Cloud and Jaguar.   Below, left:
George with wife Beryl beside their
1938 Silver Wraith, which had been
a London Motor Show exhibit.
Below, right: His much-enjoyed
coachbuilt car on Silver Dawn
chassis in blue and shell grey
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Ladies’ bloomers I’ve espied
I’ve often seen what goes inside

When I’m cleanin’ windo’s
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IVOR BLEANEY
OF THE  NEW FOREST

Please visit www.ivorbleaneyclassiccars.co.uk for further details and photos

Established over 50 years
Tel: 01794 390895         E-mail: ivorbleaney@msn.com

WANTED: ROLLS-ROYCES AND BENTLEYS pre-1990
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in present ownership for past ten years.  Recent work includes complete rewire.
Original dictograph in perfect working condition.
New Blockley tyres fitted    £49,950

Really Stunning
1954 Bentley R-Type

Automatic
4½-litre full flow big bore.  Finished in
Tudor over Shell with red leather piped in
cream.  Matching carpets. Totally restored
15 years ago with new interior, bare metal
respray; all rechromed.  Total mechanical
overhaul. All small and large tools. Superb
example, well above the normal. £37,500

Simply Magnificent
1923 Rolls-Royce 20hp Landaulette Coachwork by Hooper.
Awarded first place at the 2019 Rolls-Royce National Rally. Her interior and
exterior are totally original and in outstanding condition.  Mechanically she has
been maintained regardless of cost with everything done by Rolls-Royce experts.
She drives superbly and  has extensive history files.  She has been
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Two cars, plus a bundle of cash, and

Gary goes Continental
Ceremony of the keys as Gary takes over the Continental
from Steve Drewitt, proprietor of Silver Lady, Bournemouth

After two and a half years of
Bentley motoring in my

Arnage Red label, alongside my
daily driver in the form of a
Mercedes SLK, I decided to
consolidate to one car based on
very much reduced mileage
driven since moving to Dorset
over four years ago.

Prior to buying the Arnage, I
test drove a Bentley Continental
GT from Silver Lady Services in

Winton, Bournemouth.  I very
much liked the motor, but on
returning to the forecourt I was
lured to the Arnage with its 6.75-
litre V8 engine, a unit originally
designed in the late 50’s.  The
effortless way in which this
turbine-smooth unit can propel
two and a half tons of motor in
complete silence would lure
anyone who hasn’t previously
driven a Bentley.
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I have casually been on the
lookout for a Bentley Continental
GTC but wanted one in a light
metallic colour rather than the
more usual black or dark blue
colours which seem to proliferate
in the advertisements for such
cars.
 In early December, I was
viewing the Silver Lady website,
and came across a GTC in
Silverlake metallic with magnolia
hide and bird’s eye maple veneer.
The two-owner car had covered
just 28,000 miles and looked to be
in as-new condition.

I rang Steve Drewitt at Silver
Lady and made arrangements to
view the car the following day. The
test drive and inspection didn’t
disappoint, and indeed the options
applied to the motor together with
a new state of the art
entertainment system
incorporating features not
available on the original Bentley-
installed unit was a big bonus as it
facilitated DAB, Bluetooth and
Carplay.

Following a negotiation, I
traded both the Arnage and SLK
(plus unfortunately some cash) for
the Bentley Continental GTC,
which is now my daily drive,
although we do have another car
in the household.

My experience of the GTC to
date has been superb, the car
does nothing wrong, and the W12
560 bhp engine is a remarkably

refined unit, reaching its maximum
torque at just 1,600 rpm.
Transmission is through a six-
speed ZF auto-box which can be
operated fully automatically, or by
paddles behind the steering
wheel. The suspension is also fully
adjustable, so the magic carpet
ride can be achieved by setting
the control to comfort; I consider
this to be essential on the pothole
ridden roads around Dorset.

Perhaps the only down-side is
fuel economy, where the average
mid-forties realised in the SLK are
now a distant memory, but as I
said at the start of this piece, my
annual mileage is now minimal, 20
mpg is now the norm, with 25 a
hoped-for long journey target.

Thanks for Steve and the team
at Silver Lady Services for a
second pleasurable car-buying
experience.  Their well-stocked
forecourt is always worth a look.

Gary Trinder
Vice-Chairman

Wessex Section
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£4,000 for a 1937 Rolls-Royce Phantom?
Fantastic price, we all said; far too much.  But that
was in 1963.  Now it would be fantastically cheap

Yorkshire section’s January
newsletter made me

laugh.  Editor John Chapman
had reproduced the article
‘Used Cars on the Road’ from
The Autocar of 1957 dealing
with a Bentley Mark VI.  It
brought back many memories
for me since I wrote all of those
tests of used cars for more
than 20 years and it sent me
looking through the bound
volumes of the magazine in
search of the one that had
been of very special interest.
The subject was a 1937 Rolls-
Royce Phantom III.

The test was published in
the issue of 14 June 1963,
which was just before I went on
a camping holiday with my wife
to Greece in an MGB, and at
that time I was running the
magazine’s Coventry office.
The unfortunate result of my
absence was that the negatives
of the pictures I took of the car
were lost, so all I can
reproduce here are scanned
from the bound volume; but
everyone knows what a
Phantom looks like.

 The fascinating thing about
this particular car was that
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although by 1963 it was 26
years old, its mileometer
reading, warranted as correct,
was only 11,803.  This was
confirmed by the superb
condition of the car, but this still
left me absolutely appalled at
the price being asked for it:
£3,975, which was £1,000 more
than it had cost when new in
1937.  We might smile now,
especially at my comment in the
test that the price being asked
for it ‘seemed somewhat
unrealistic.’   But of course
that’s a real life indication of
what the demon inflation is all
about.  In 1962 I had just
bought my heavily mortgaged
detached house in Dorridge,
near Solihull, for £4,650.  That
puts the value of money 60
years ago into perspective.

There are other intriguing
comments in the test report,
notably the fuel consumption
given as 9-12 mpg, plus oil
consumption at a pint every 110
miles.   The V12 7,340 cc
engine was not as smooth as
had been expected but its
performance was still well up to
the standard of the original
Road Test car, and we quoted a
time of 34.8 seconds to
accelerate from rest to 80 mph.

This had not been quoted in the
original test, as there was
nowhere back then where such
a speed could be achieved.

I commented about some
irritating squeaks and rattles
from the Hooper coachwork, but
it was commendable that
everything was in perfect
working order with the full set of
tools and spare parts including
valve springs and sparking
plugs.  The sale price offered by
Francis Motors of Leicester
included a dust sheet large
enough to cover the whole car,
and the 32-gallon (146-litre) fuel
tank was full of petrol.

Perhaps I showed a hint of
foresight in my closing
comment that ‘such a car is
essentially a collector’s piece
for someone who appreciates
its eventual historic value.’

Stuart Bladon
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Amherst Villiers Interview
Continuing Brian Palmer’s fascinating account of
the brilliant engineer.  In the Winter edition Brian
took us to the involvement of Villiers with Bugatti

Villiers was now hot property and in
demand from racers like

Campbell, SF Edge and Jack Barclay
to extract more power from their
engines which led Villiers to explore
supercharging.

Campbell was also interested in
getting more out of his 18.3-litre
Sunbeam powered Bluebird car which
had taken the Land Speed Record at
150 mph. Villiers went down to Povey
Cross where Campbell lived and

declared that with a lot of work they
might drag another 10 mph out of it.
Villiers suggested a Napier Lion aero
engine from his Farnborough days,
which he thought would be good for
over 200 mph. He worked with
Campbell’s mechanic Leo Villa for six
months calling-in favours and freebies
for Campbell’s new car.

“Was Campbell difficult to get on
with?” I asked him.  “Oh yes, very,
but - and this might surprise you - very
amusing too.  He was a fascinating
person but had no ethics whatever. I
put a revised camshaft into his Itala in
which he won race after race - but he
didn’t let it all out at once to fool the
handicappers.

“Then he sent me to the Itala
works to explain my work and gave
me a gold watch, but that was about
all I ever did get from Campbell.”
Later, after he’d gleaned a lot of
information from Villiers, Campbell
dumped him. “ I never spoke to
Campbell again, never.  There are
some awfully nice people about and
some that, frankly, could do with an
overhaul.”

During 1927 Villiers set himself up
as a consulting engineer at Piccadilly
House, Sackville Street.  One car that
Villiers worked on was the
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supercharged TT Vauxhall of
Raymond Mays.  Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin
called by to ask whether he could fit
one of his special blowers to a
Bentley?  Birkin told Bentley he
wouldn’t race for him any more unless
it had a supercharger.

“I met WO, who was rather a cold
fish as far as I was concerned. I was a
young man coming to him about a
blower he didn’t really want on his
cars, and I felt a bit sorry for him.
Finally he said there would be no
royalties but with the supercharger
stuck out in front of the Bentley I
would get a lot of publicity from that.
He was quite direct.”

Villiers proposed a number of
engine modifications to Bentley but
Birkin set himself up in Welwyn under
Dorothy Paget’s patronage. ”Did Birkin
and Bentley have a row over this?”I
asked.

“Not to my knowledge - Birkin just
thought he could run things much
better himself.  Of course he knew
nothing about the mechanics of a car
and he had the wrong people
whispering in his ear.”

What really upset the apple-cart
was when Villiers attended the 1930
Motor Show and discovered on the
Bentley stand that not only was his
name not mentioned, as agreed, in
the catalogue but all reference had
been filed-off the supercharger casing.
This led to protracted legal action by
Villiers which came to nought when
Bentley Motors went into liquidation.

I asked him what he thought
about WO’s oft-quoted line that the 50
homologated specials had bankrupted
the company. “Absolute nonsense. All

were sold and we only charged about
£350.”

I ventured that the blower models
proved unreliable and never won a
race. “That was perfectly true. But
don’t forget that Birkin came second in
the Grand Prix at Pau. They had a lot
of tyre problems, too.  In retrospect
perhaps we should have blown the
Speed Six or even 8-litre.”

I pondered whether the cars might
have been more reliable had he been
more closely involved?  Villiers
recalled that much later, in the US, he
completely rebuilt a blower Bentley
and discovered that no balance
weights had been fitted to the
crankshaft. He surmised that this was
some cost cutting exercise. So he had
a specialist firm weld balance weights
on and the car owned by racer Phil
Hill ran incredibly smoothly.

Personalities

Bugatti - “Brilliant and most original.
Delicate and a craftsman. He was also
very ‘proper’ so you always felt you
could rely on him.”

SF Edge - “An extraordinary man,
very irritable and liked to pick a fight -
just like his Bull Terrier.”

WO Bentley - “I think he was a very
good engineer - especially on the
parts he really concentrated on. His
valve gear was very good but he had
no idea about lightening things. I
was surprised he questioned
balance weights on a crankshaft.”

Concluded overleaf
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Tim Birkin - “He was very amusing,
a great driver and a nice chap. He
had these parties and various
girlfriends and we'd always go in
fancy dress. He was very inventive
sometimes.”

‘Babe’  Barnato - “A tough cookie.
He wasn’t too keen about blowers,
either.”

Glen Kidston - “A good friend. He
photographed game in Africa rather
than shooting them.  He broke the
record flying from London to the
Cape but later, while touring, his De
Havilland broke up in midair. I had
just received a postcard from him.”

Dr Benjafield - “I liked him a lot.
Mercedes-Benz sent over a car for
Raymond Mays to try at Shelsley
Walsh. The engine would rev up to
7,000rpm. We knew about salt-filled
valves as you could shake them.
So I had theirs opened up and
found Mercury inside but also a
sweet smell I couldn’t trace. So I
went to Benjy at St Georges
hospital and he concluded it was oil
of Bergamot!”

Peter Berthon (BRM) - “He was a
very good engineer but very
unreliable if you were supposed to
meet up. You could say he was a
bit temperamental.”

Later work

You might think that Amherst Villiers
had packed enough variety into one
life. But no.  He knew Fred
Duesenberg well and often travelled
to America. During WW2 he flew for
the Air Transport Auxiliary based at
White Waltham.  He went to Canada
after the war by invitation of the
Government and became involved
with rocketry. In 1948 he became
President of the American Rocket
Society.

His attachment to Douglas led to
his involvement with the space
programme where he proposed
bonding four Saturn rockets together
to put 12 men on the moon. Villiers
took out American citizenship and
married an American.

I asked this 80-year old if he had
any regrets?

“First of all I am extremely glad to
have been exposed to life on this
planet; this is a gift."  However, he
rued, that the engineer is at the
bottom of the social heap and, as an
inventor, you need to generate 100
ideas a day which are impossible to
protect.

I finished my interview with this
engaging polymath feeling I had only
scratched the surface.  But I was
struck how reminiscing about the past
was not his main preoccupation.  He
was hugely optimistic and simply
bubbling with ideas and energy.

I think his old headmaster at
Oundle would have been proud of
him.

Brian Palmer

Amherst Villiers interview Concluded
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Book Review by Brian Palmer
Discovering Engineering that changed the world.   By Julian Edgar

Here is an enjoyable scamper
around the world’s engineering

marvels with enough content to
engage more cynical grey beards. The
author’s obvious enthusiasm shines
through every page. A noted technical
author, this is his 23rd book resulting
from a world tour with his wife and
young son.

He begins with the bitter sweet
achievements of rocketry pioneers
working under the auspices of Nazi
Germany and does not shy away from
the hideous slave labour camps used
to construct the underground tunnels
that contained and hid from view these
early ballistic missiles.  He also tells
the story of the first rocket-powered
aircraft - the Messerschmitt ME 163

Komet. This was the world’s fastest
aircraft (700mph) and first saw light of
day as early as 1941.

The free world was saved from
this devilish device by its uncanny
ability to crash for reasons not then
understood, its brief flying time, and its
reliance on fuel that could dissolve the
pilot.  Lest we get too above ourselves
we should remember that the allies
made full use of the lessons learnt as
a result of such unspeakable horrors
in rocket technology which led to men
landing on the Moon.

Edgar then delves into the
horrifying prospect of thermo-nuclear
war and visits a Cold War Nuclear
Bunker in the City of York. A 1957
novel, On the Beach by Nevil Shute,
which described a post-apocalyptic
world following nuclear war, was made
into a film two years later starring
Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner. An
unlikely US Corvair B-36 bomber was
built to deliver nuclear bombs. The
largest mass-produced piston-engined
aircraft had no less than six 28-
cylinder Pratt & Whitney radial engines
mounted behind its vast wings.  This
giant flew until 1959, by which time
they’d also strapped-on a pair of jet
GE jet engines outboard of the
propellers.

Concluded overleaf
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.Engineering Review Concluded

Turbines are delved into next.
Turbinia was an 1894 ship that lay
claim to being the fastest in the
world and is on display in the
Discovery Museum in Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. And via Frank Whittle
and the Hoover Dam my eyes
were next drawn to a fitting tribute
to the British Rover Car Company
and its remarkable series of gas
turbine road and race cars.

The author links pre-war
airships and the post-war British
Hovercraft as examples of
magnificent failures. I was a great
fan of the large Hovercraft - noisy
but swift, occasionally lively yet
grounded by high seas, they were
the fastest means of crossing by
car to France after demise of the
Carvair.  A memorable sight was
watching these monsters emerge
from the sea in a cloud of spray
and charge up the beach.

Our guide is just as giddy about
airships as I am and like me
regrets never travelling on one.
These ocean liners of the sky were
BIG - the first of them twice as long
as an Airbus A380. Lifted by
inflammable Hydrogen, this was an
obvious shortcoming made worse
by the filming of the Hindenburg
disaster. Yet these German aircraft
travelled many times around the
world without failure.

The privately-funded British
R100 airship flew on its proving
flight to Canada and back and was

deemed a great success. The
celebrated Barnes Wallace
assisted by Nevil Shute Norway
(novelist Nevil Shute) designed it.
The R101, however, was a
botched government project that
crashed on its maiden voyage to
India in France killing almost
everyone on board including Lord
Thomson the Air Minister. This
debacle grounded them both.

There’s a fitting tribute in the
automobile section to Bertha Benz
without whose tenacity and bravery
her husband’s invention might
have remained a pipe dream.
There’s a section on Land Speed
Record cars and fast trains both in
the UK and US. And there’s a
marvellous section on bridges. The
author lives in Sydney and marvels
at the magnificence of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge - yet he doffs his
cap to the beefy Victorian Forth
Rail Bridge which is three times as
long and has been recognised as a
World Heritage Structure..

This seems a fitting point to
end on a tale that stirs the blood
and requires one to salute human
ingenuity. The author concludes
with useful information on
museums and where to experience
these wonders. This book is not
expensive at under £20.

Published by
Veloce. WWW.Veloce.co.uk  (Tel:
01305 260068) ISBN 978-1-
787113-55-8   Price £19.99 UK
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NEXT ISSUE:  Masks binned, restrictions ended, engines
started.  When the next issue appears, copy for which would
be appreciated, please, by Wednesday, 18th May, a glorious
freedom summer will be on the threshold to be enjoyed.
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